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Abstract
Recent research in AI Planning is focused on improving the
quality of the generated plans. PDDL3 incorporates hard and soft
constraints on goals and the plan trajectory. Plan trajectory
constraints are conditions that need to be satisfied at various
stages of the plan. Soft goals are goals, which need not
necessarily be achieved but are desirable. An extension of
Constraint Satisfaction Problem, called Optimal Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (OCSP) has allowance for defining soft
constraints and objective functions. Each soft constraint is
associated with a penalty, which will be levied if the constraint is
violated. The OCSP solver arrives at a solution that minimizes
the total penalty (Objective function) and satisfies all hard
constraints. In this paper, an OCSP encoding for the classical
planning problems with plan trajectory constraints, soft and hard
goals is proposed. Modal operators associated with hard goals
and hard plan trajectory constraints are handled by preprocessing
and imposing new constraints over the existing GP-CSP
encoding. A new encoding for each of the modal operators
associated with the soft goals and soft plan trajectory constraints
is proposed. Also, a way of encoding conditional goal preference
constraints into OCSP is discussed. Based on this research, we
intend to submit a planner for the coming planning competitionIPC2006.

constraints. Several solvers were extended to
accommodate these constraints [3,6]. Brafman and
Chernyavsky propose a method, which deals with
conditional and unconditional goal preferences [6].
Modal operator
at end φ
φ
always φ
sometime φ
within t φ
at-most-once φ

Condition to be satisfied
Sn |= φ
Sn |= φ
∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n, Si |= φ
∃i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n, Si |= φ
∃i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n, Si |= φ and ti ≤ t
∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n, if Si |= φ then
∃j : j ≥ i, ∀k : i ≤ k ≤ j, Sk |= φ
and ∀k : k > j, Sk |= ¬φ
sometime-after φ ψ
∀i : if Si |= φ then ∃j : i ≤ j ≤ n, Sj |= ψ
sometime-before φ ψ
∀i : if Si |= φ then ∃j : 0 ≤ j < i, Sj |= ψ
always-within t φ ψ
∀i : if Si |= φ then ∃j : i ≤ j ≤ n, Sj |= ψ
and tj – ti ≤ t
hold-during t1 t2 φ
∀i : t1 ≤ i < t2, Si |= φ
hold-after t φ
∀i : t < i ≤ n, Si |= φ
Table 1: PDDL3 Modal operators and their interpretation[1]

Optimal Constraint Satisfaction Problem

Introduction and Background
Current emphasis in the planning community is on
planning in richer domains. The latest version of the
planning domain description language, PDDL3 [1] has
constructs that depict soft and hard constraints on plan
trajectory and soft and hard goals. The focus is on
generating plans that satisfy all the hard constraints and
minimize the penalty due to violation of soft constraints.
Definition of valid plan (PDDL3)[1]: Given a domain D,
an initial state So and a goal G, a plan Π generates the
trajectory of states 〈(S0,0), (S1,t1) …(Sn, tn)>. Π is valid if
<(S0,0), (S1,t1) ….. (Sn, tn)> |= G.
Let φ and ψ be atomic formulae over the predicates of
the planning problem, plus equalities and inequalities
between numeric terms. Let t be any real constant value.
The interpretation of various modal operators for a valid
plan trajectory <(S0, 0), (S1, t1), ..., (Sn, tn)> is as shown in
the table 1.
The planning graph representation in Graphplan [2] was
used to automatically generate a CSP [8] encoding in the
GP-CSP planner [5]. In the CSP community, very recent
research is focused on extending the constraint framework
from satisfaction to optimization by adding soft

A more recent extension to the CSP, Optimal Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (OCSP), introduces an objective
function into the constraint satisfaction problem (for
solving optimization problems). Each constraint in OCSP
is associated with a decision variable whose domain is
{true, false}. Assignment of false value to this decision
variable incurs a penalty, which is the cost of not satisfying
the constraint. The formal definition of OCSP is as
follows:
An optimal CSP (OCSP) [9,4] consists of a classical
CSP (X, D, C), with valuation structure (E, ≤, ⊕, ⊥, ),
and a set U of unary functions uj : yj → E defined over a
subset Y ⊆ X of the variables. The variables in Y are called
decision variables, and the variables in X/Y (X not in Y)
are called non-decision variables.
A Valuation structure (E, ≤, ⊕, ⊥, ) is defined as a tuple
where E is a set of valuations, totally ordered by ≤ with a
minimum element ⊥∈ E and a maximum element
∈ E,
and ⊕ is an associative, commutative, and monotonic
binary operation with identity element ⊥ and absorbing
. Here, the set of valuations, E expresses
element
different levels of constraint violation. ⊥ means
satisfaction and
means unacceptable violation. A

constraint is hard if its valuation is either ⊥ or . A soft
constraint has valuation between ⊥ and
. A CSP
augmented with a valuation structure is called valued CSP
(VCSP) [7]. An OCSP is an extension of VCSP. Here each
soft constraint cj is defined on a set of non-decision
variables and a decision variable. A solution (optimal
solution) to OCSP is an assignment to Y with minimum
valuation such that there exists a value assignment to all
non-decision variables X/Y that satisfies all constraints in
the OCSP.

Encoding PDDL3 Modal Operators into
OCSP
Terminology
Let

•

We propose methods to encode the hard and soft
constraints of PDDL3 for a classical planning problem.
The hard constraints are accommodated by pre-processing
and including additional constraints into GP-CSP
encoding. We base our approach to accommodate soft
constraints on OCSP. We give out equivalent OCSP
constraints for each of the modal operators of PDDL3 and
express the PDDL3 soft constraints in terms of OCSP soft
constraints. Like the GP-CSP planner, we base our
approach on the Planning Graph. We present analysis of
our encoding.

•
•

Assume that the planning graph is being expanded up to
‘k’ levels. We deal with different modal operators
concerned with goal and trajectory constraints as shown in
table 2.

Hard Constraint
Pre-processing / Goal test modification
Constraints
Pik ≠ φ

Always <Pi>

Delete the generic or ground actions
which have this predicate in their delete
list
For each predicate Pi which has a
sometime modal operator associated
with it, add a dummy predicate Di to
the add effects of all actions that add Pi.
Include Di into the final goal set.

Within
<num> <Pi>

At
most
once Pi

Sometime
Before Pi Pj

A dummy predicate of the same type as
discussed for the Sometime <Pi> is
introduced in this case. Also, to ensure
that the planning graph is expanded
until the predicate Pi appears in it. If Di
does not appear in the <num>th level of
the planning graph, then failure is
reported and planning is abandoned.
Insert a dummy predicate Di
1. in the initial state of the planning
problem
2. in the preconditions and delete
effects of the actions which have Pi in
their add effects.
If Pi is present in the initial state, return
failure and abandon planning. If Pj is
not present in the initial state, then
1. Put a dummy predicate D in preconditions for actions causing Pi.
2. Assert this predicate D in the add
effects of actions which have Pj in their
add effect list.

P = {P1, P2, …, Pn} be the set of Ground
Predicates.
Pji signifies that Pj is present at predicate level i in
the planning graph.
Pji is the variable name associated with the
predicate Pj at level i.
φ is the null value introduced in the domain of
every variable in the OCSP.

OCSP Encoding for PDDL3

Modal
Operator
At End <Pi>

Sometime
<Pi>

•

Vj (Pij ≠ φ)
where j=l,l+1..,k
l is the first level at
which Pi occurs.
Vj (Pij ≠φ)
where j=l,l+1,..,<num>
and
l(<num) is the first
level in the planning
graph at which Pi
occurs.
-

-

Soft Constraint
¬((d=true)⊕ (Pik≠φ)), penalty= p
where d is the decision variable associated with
this soft constraint
¬((dj=true) ⊕ (Pij ≠ φ)), penalty= p
where, j=1,2,..k and dj is the decision variable
associated with the jth soft constraint
¬((d=true) ⊕Vj (Pij ≠ φ)), penalty= p
where j=l,l+1..,k
l is the first level in the planning graph at which Pi
occurs
d is the decision variable associated with this soft
constraint
¬((d=true) ⊕Vj (Pij ≠φ)), penalty= p
where j=l,l+1,..,<num>
l(<num) is the first level in the planning graph at
which Pi occurs.
d is the decision variable associated with this soft
constraint
¬((d=true) ⊕ (Pij = φ V Pij = no-op)),
((d=true) ⊕ (Vj(Pij ≠ φ ∧ Pij ≠ no-op))), penalty = -p
where j=l,l+1,..,k
l is the first planning graph level at which Pi occurs
d is the decision variable associated with this soft
constraint
∀r ¬((dr=true) ⊕ ((Pir ≠ φ) ⇒ Vl (Pjl ≠ φ))) ,
penalty=p
where r takes the level numbers at which Pi occurs.
l=s,s+1,..r-1 and s(<r) is the first level at which Pj
becomes true
dr is the decision variable associated with these soft
constraints

1. Assert a dummy predicate D1 in the
add effects of actions which have Pi in
their add effect list.
2. Assert a dummy predicate D2 in the
add effects of actions which have Pj in
their add effect list.
3. Modify goal test condition:
If D1 occurs in the final predicate level
and is non-mutex with the goal set, then
D2 must also be part of final predicate
level and be mutex free with the goal
set and D1.
Add dummy predicates similar to those
of Sometime after and modify the goal
condition similarly.
If D1 occurs in the <num>th level of the
planning graph, then D2 must also occur
at that level and should be non-mutex
with D1.

∀r ( Pir ≠ φ ⇒ Vs (Pjs ≠
φ))
where r takes the level
numbers at which Pi
occurs
s=l,l+1,..,k
l(>=r) is the first level
at which Pj occurs

∀r ¬((dr=true) ⊕ ((Pir ≠ φ) ⇒ Vs (Pjs ≠ φ))) ,
penalty=p
where r takes the level numbers at which Pi occurs
s=l,l+1,..k and l(>=r) is the first level at which Pj
becomes true
dr is the decision variable associated with these soft
constraints

∀r ( Pir ≠ φ ⇒ Vs (Pjs ≠
φ))
where r takes the level
numbers at which Pi
occurs
s=l,l+1,..,r+num l(>=r)
is the first level at
which Pj occurs

∀r ¬((dr=true) ⊕ ((Pir ≠ φ) ⇒ Vs (Pjs ≠ φ))),
penalty= p
where r takes the level numbers at which Pi occurs
s=l,l+1,..r+num and l(>=r) is the first level at
which Pj becomes true
dr is the decision variable associated with these soft
constraints

Hold-during
<num1>
<num2>
<Pi>

-

If the planning graph is expanded beyond num1
levels, add a soft constraint of the form
¬((dr=true) ⊕ ∧j (Pij ≠ φ)), penalty= p
where j=num1,num1+1,..,min(num2-1,k)
dr is the decision variable associated with these soft
constraints

Hold-after
<num> Pi

-

If Pi appears in
<num1>th level, add a
hard constraint of the
form ∧j (Pij ≠ φ)
where j = num1,
num1+1,.., min(num21,k)
If Pi appears in
<num+1>th level, add a
hard constraint of the
form: ∧j (Pij ≠ φ)
where j=num+1,…,k

Sometime
After Pi Pj

Alwayswithin
<num> <Pi>
<Pj>

If the planning graph is expanded beyond <num>th
level, add a soft constraint of the form:
¬((dr=true) ⊕ ∧j (Pij ≠ φ)), penalty= p
where j=num+1,...,k
dr is the decision variable associated with these soft
constraints

Table2: OCSP Encoding for PDDL3 Modal Operators
In all the above cases, the planning graph is expanded
until all the hard constraints are satisfied. If the planning
graph levels-off before the hard constraints are satisfied,
then a failure is announced and planning is abandoned. In
the case of soft constraints, the appropriate penalty will be
levied.
Apart from PDDL3 modal operators, we can also handle
conditional goal preferences. These are not part of PDDL3.
These imply that the desirability of one goal proposition
depends on whether or not other goal propositions are
satisfied. For example, “ I prefer airport A1 to airport A2 as
the final location for plane P1, if the final location for plane
P2 is airport A2”. These can be handled using conditional
activation constraints. Let G1, G2 and G3 are goal
propositions. Let us assume that G2 is preferred to G3 if G1
happens and one of G2 and G3 should definitely be
included in the goal set.
This can be expressed as:
G1 ≠ φ ⇒ G2 ≠ φ, penalty=p1
G2 ≠ φ V G3 ≠ φ

Analysis
The hard constraints are pre-processed to prevent the
OCSP encoding process being called prematurely without
expanding the planning graph to the required level. The
preprocessing done is of two types
• Introduction of dummy predicates in the preconditions and effect lists of actions, and initial and
final states.
• Modification of goal-test condition in the planning
graph expansion phase.
Table 3 indicates the type of pre-processing done for each
modal operator. Pre-processing is not useful for the soft
constraints as the satisfaction of these constraints is not
mandatory. The modal operators that introduce more
constraints are sometime-after, always-within (in the case
of hard constraints). This is because these two modal
operators impose precedence constraints, which cannot be
handled through pre-processing.

Modal Operator

Hard Constraints

Soft Constraints

No. of
Variables
in each
Constraint

No of
additional
Constraints

No. of
Variables
in each
Constraint

No of
additional
Constraints

at end <Pi>

No. of
Dummy
Predicate
s
Used
0

1

1

1

2

always <Pi>

0

0

0

k

2

*sometime <Pi>

1

1

k–l

1

k–l+1

*within <num><Pi>

1

1

num – l

1

1

0

0

k-l+1

#sometime-after <Pi> <Pj>

2

k–l+1

k–r+1

k–l+1

num – l + 1
k – l : Ternary
1: k–l+1
k–r+2

sometime-before <Pi> <Pj>

1

0

0

k–l+1

l–r+3

#always-within <num> <Pi> <Pj>

2

k–l+1

l + num – r + 1

k–l+1

l + num – r + 2

hold-during <num1> <num2> <Pi>

0

1

min(k,num2) - num1

1

min(k, num2) - num1 + 1

+at-most-once <Pi>

hold-after <num> <Pi>

0
1
k – num
1
k – num + 1
l is the first level in the planning graph at which Pi occurs.
r is the first level in the planning graph at which Pj occurs
r > l for some-time-after and always-within
r < l for some-time-before
* indicates that goal set is modified; + indicates that initial state is modified; # indicates goal test condition is modified

Table 3: Number of Constraints and Variables in the encoding
In the case of soft-constraints, always, at-most-once,
sometime-after, sometime-before and always-within are the
modal operators with the most number of constraints.
Every violation of the soft constraint incurs a certain
penalty. This implies that more constraints are added as the
number of possibilities of violation increases. So, soft
constraints contribute more to the number of constraints.
Also, the number of variables in the soft constraints is
more than that of hard constraints, because of the
introduction of decision variable along with each soft
constraint.

Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate the encoding of classical
planning problems with plan constraints and goal
preferences into OCSP. An OCSP encoding for the new
features of PDDL3, plan trajectory constraints (hard/soft
constraints), goal preferences (hard/soft goals), is
proposed. Hard trajectory constraints and goals are tackled
by using dummy predicates to pre-process the constraints
and converting them into OCSP constraints with infinite
penalty. Soft trajectory constraints and goals are addressed
by converting them into OCSP constraints with the
specified penalty and augmenting each soft constraint with
a decision variable. A method to encode conditional goal
preference constraints into OCSP is also proposed. We
plan to extend this research to metric-temporal domains.
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